
changing lay out
Posted by Bartalbert - 2011/02/25 21:18
_____________________________________

Hello,

I putted the easyslider on my joomla 1.6 website and it works. I only have some problems adjusting the lay out.

How can I center the module on the page?
How can I adjust the height and color of the heading of an article? Changeging the CSS panel only makes shuts down
the theme.
How can I chenge the numbers for paging into words?

At last, the {$introtext\|truncate:10} does not work. I only want to display a fixed number of words/characters.

Hope you can help me out.

============================================================================

Re:changing lay out
Posted by admin - 2011/02/26 07:11
_____________________________________

Hello,

1. Place the next CSS rules to "CSS Styles" parameter in module settings:


DIV.es-wrapper
{
  text-align: center !important;
}

DIV.es-wrapper DIV.es-overlay
{ 
  display: inline-block; 
  zoom: 1;
  *display: inline; 
}


It should help to center the module.

2. Could you explain what you mean under "Changeging the CSS panel only makes shuts down the theme"? BTW, you
can wrap {$title} parameter with  tag with specific CSS class, it will look like {$title} and then add the following CSS rule to
"CSS Styles" parameter or to site template CSS file:


DIV.my_header
{
 color: red;
 height: 20px;
}


3. We can add possibility to generate page number into words.

4. Use the next code please:


{$introtext|truncate:10}


Regards,
ARI Soft
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Re:changing lay out
Posted by Bartalbert - 2011/02/28 09:59
_____________________________________

Thanks. Have been 'playing' with it this weekend. Centering the module works with the CSS provided. But it also
centered the text within the module. How can I fix that? Changing the truncate did also work.

Trying to change the header style, did not work. I have being trying to get the code to work, but somehow I failed. This is
my latest entry
DIV.es-wrapper
{
 text-align: center !important;
}

DIV.es-wrapper DIV.es-overlay
{
 display: inline-block;
 zoom: 1;
 *display: inline;
}

{$title}
DIV.my_header
{
 color: red;
 height: 20px;
}

What am I doing wrong?

You mentioned that you can can add possibility to generate page number into words. I would like that very much.

Last, is it possible to add a standard picture on the right side next to the article text depending on the tab which active.
For example: if tab 1 is active there will always be the same picture of a flower next to the dynamic text. If tab 2 is active
always the same tree picture shows up...

Hope you can help me out.

============================================================================

Re:changing lay out
Posted by admin - 2011/03/01 07:42
_____________________________________

Download and upgrade "ARI Easy Slider" module. New version contains "Paging type" parameter, it provides ability in
what format show page links as number or as words. One note, "words" mode works fine for "default" theme, it is not
compatible with jQuery UI themes. 

Regarding to centering issue, could you provide link to page where we can see this problem?

About header styles, remove {$title} from CSS rules. See our previous post please, it should look like:


DIV.my_header
{
 color: red;
 height: 20px;
}


About last question, could you provide screenshot or sample where we can see what you need?

Regards,
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